SPORTS PARTICIPANTS SPEND UP TO SIX TIMES MORE ON TICKETS –
A REPORT FOR SPORTS ORGANISATIONS
Is there a link between sports participation and the amount of money spent on that sport? If so,
what factors affect the value of that relationship? These are the questions answered in some
recent analysis aimed at helping sports rights holders better understand two of their key
stakeholders: participants and fans.
Analysts at WINNERS, a CRM and Business Intelligence consultancy that caters exclusively to the
needs of sports organizations, set out to identify if there is a relationship between football
participation and the propensity to spend money on the sport. In other words, does playing a sport
– in this case, football - make someone more or less likely to buy tickets, merchandise, and paidfor-content?
In this study, they looked at the frequency of match attendance, the amount spent on match
tickets, how long ago participants attended a match or played football, how much they spent on
televised football or channel subscriptions, and also how much they spent on football
merchandise.
The purpose of this analysis is to demonstrate that a deeper understanding of a participant’s
spending behavior could help sports organizations better target marketing communications,
predict future revenues, provide an ROI model for participation development programmes and help
them make commercially focused decisions relating to marketing investment.
Methodology
Over 5,800 survey participants across six different countries answered a set of multiple choice,
rating scale, and open-ended questions. These questions ranged from basic identifications like
age, gender, occupation, and annual household income to questions like: “how much do you
spend when you attend a live professional match”, “which sports do you play”, and “which of
these sports have you played in the past?”
The question “how much of a football fan are you” was also asked, and participants ranked their
interest on a one-to-seven scale, with seven being a “huge football fan” and one being the
opposite.

The data was translated into a common format and after conducting a preliminary
inspection of each variable to pinpoint correlations and relationships, all compiled data was
analysed using simple and multivariate regression testing.
The Results and Findings
Using general correlation analysis, the following relationships were identified:
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In addition, by using single and multi-variate regression analysis to identify the relationship
between the variables, it was found that:

•   Participants who played football recreationally attended five more professional games
per season on average than those who didn’t play recreationally

•   There is a relationship between frequency of professional match attendance, spend on football
and “fandom” rating assigned by the participant. For every unit increase in fandom (on a scale
of 1-7) it is expected the current participant will attend one additional match per season, spend
an additional €2.50 on tickets, €4 on merchandise and €2.60 in TV content

•   Among football participants, an increase of €13 on tickets, €22 on merchandise and €10 on TV
content is evident
Additional findings to note involved the gender and locale of football’s biggest spenders.
Specifically, men attended one to two more games than women, while urban residents attended
one extra game per season than those in rural regions. Somewhat surprisingly, researchers found
no correlation between age or income on a fan’s interest or match attendance frequency. This
suggests that attendance and spend have little to do with someone’s income bracket or age.

How can the Sports Industry use this Insight?
So why are these findings significant? And how can sports organizations use them to their
advantage? CRM analysis like this is pivotal in driving an organisation’s long-term business
strategy. With tighter wallets and more choice, consumers are now more selective about how they
spend their money and their time. And younger fans frequently favour video games over spectator
or team sports, a marked contrast to their parent’s and grandparent’s generation who grew up on
the field and in the stands.
Where and how sports development and marketing budgets are allocated has become more
important than ever. This study offers valuable insight that sports organizations can leverage to
grow revenue regardless of the changing economic and consumer landscape. Savvy business
leaders use captured data and apply that business intelligence to attract the greatest share of
audience participation which in turn leads to increased consumer spend.
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